This Revolutionary Subliminal Messages Video Series Works INSTANTLY

"What If I Could Show You How To Make up to
$120 Dollars Per Hour Playing Video Games From
Your Home... Would You Be Interested?"
As a Video Game Tester You Will:
Get to Play Video Games
become
Get Paid to Play Video Games
video
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gamer
Get Paid to Play Unreleased Games before anyone else
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Get Free copies of Video Games
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Get access to cheat codes, level secrets, and other "bugs" that only game testers know about.
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video Get real-world experience working with company departments and learn about the
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development, marketing, manufacturing, customer service, and testing phases of each game.
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video
gamer

My Story
So I was playing this new shooter last week and I found a bug, when I switch from one gun to another
while swimming, the first gun gets dropped. I emailed the developers, who emailed the project leaders -who emailed me back saying "oops" and "thanks."
The week before that I got 2 free copies of games that hit stores next month. I've already passed one of
those games though, so I sold the full version to my brother. I used to go out and buy games and pay
monthly subscriptions to play those games online... and now I go to school, I come home and I have
games waiting for me in the mail months before they get released.
I "work" with unreleased games about 4 hours a day, sometimes less, and my checks blow away what I
used to get making coffee for others.
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